
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

I thought his limp a little spectacular this afternoon when the trunks
_____________________ down.
1.

(carry)

These two unusual pets were becoming quite sociable, and would follow
the girls around the clearing when meals ______________________.
2.

(prepare)

It increased in volume, this firing, until I feared that what had been started
as a feint ___________________ forward to a victory.
3.

(push)

Simple and naïve as I was I leaped at his neck to engage him in play, but
he refused under the pretext that we _____________________.
4.

(watch)

And too, all the small tasks ___________________ from him with easy
naturalness, saving him much time.
5.

(take)

One hasty glance, as she ____________________ in, showed paint pails,
brushes, and long ropes fastened from the roof to broad planks below.
6.

(usher)

The fellowships _________________________ with less regard to private
interest.
7.

(distribute)

If only the evenly balanced folks would see that and not act as if they
______________________!
8.

(insult)

While this tragedy ____________________, the infantry on the right, left
and centre were also playing the role of death.
9.

(enact)

The proprieties of the Forest ______________________.10. (outrage)

Extras _______________________ in many cities and newspapers all
over Spain gave accounts of the events with lengthy comment.
11.

(publish)

Yet, at the very time when the colonists _______________________,
succour was not far off.
12.

(disperse)
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He ____________________, in some way, out of the very harvest for
which he had sowed and waited.
13.

(cheat)

He felt that his inherent subordination to discipline _________________
to shreds.
14.

(tear)

Connor felt that he __________________ beyond his depth.15. (sweep)

About 1,500 tons of provisions ___________________ daily from the
water front.
16.

(move)

On more than one occasion in going downtown or to the home of a friend,
she half suspected that she _____________________.
17.

(follow)

Then again information _________________ by another observer to the
advancing infantry, warning them of perils that lay in their way, which might
have cost them great and grievous losses if they remained unknown until the
German trap was sprung.

18.

(send)

Close at hand there was a hum of voices, while away on the left a sharp
musketry fire _______________________, the flicker of the exploding
powder cutting the darkness at every second.

19.

(maintain)

Now they were saying good-by at the front door … now the door
___________________ … now there were footsteps on the stairs.
20.

(close)
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